DIGITAL EXPERIENCE INTELLIGENCE FOR

CLOUD SERVICES

Providing SaaS or IaaS is complex and viciously competitive — businesses and users expect your service
to be on the forefront of innovation, availability, reliability, reachability, and performance. Poor performing applications or feature releases can cost you hefty service level penalties and provoke widespread
user dissatisfaction. Catchpoint enables you to get the deepest and fastest insight on performance
issues before they disrupt your users’ experience, reducing dev and ops costs, and safeguarding
customer retention.
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Trusted by Cloud Service Leaders
“With Catchpoint, we can proactively monitor everything web—FTP and HTTP requests, APIs, or multi-step
transactions. Their UI is very intuitive and ﬂexible, and their analytics are very impressive. We can slice and dice
data any way we need to, so we can identify the issues much faster.”

- Director of Performance Engineering, Verizon Digital Media Services

www.catchpoint.com/requestfreetrial

Catchpoint Digital Experience Monitoring Platform
Monitor the end-user experience across application, network, and infrastructure layers to preempt issues
and improve service delivery.

Monitor More
Monitor all components critical to service delivery,
from third-party APIs to server-level performance,
in pre- and post-production environments.

Diagnose Faster
Proactively triage issues with intelligent, real-time
alerts and contextual guidance that automatically
highlight any component
aﬀecting performance.

Deliver Better
Understand the business impact that new providers, infrastructure modiﬁcations, and design
changes have on the end-user
experience.
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Integrated Synthetic & RUM
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